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We will jump all kinds of fences, try squeezing through all kinds of hoops, if we think that doing so will get us more
life. We may not consider that all the life there is to have is already there for us.
Some years ago I was at a conference at Whitworth University in Spokane, Washington. I went to the track to do
some workouts for a race I was training for. But at the gate a sign read, “Track for University Use Only. No Unauthorized
Use Permitted.” Which seemed pretty clear. But I really wanted to do that track workout. So I found a low spot on the
fence, jumped it, and started on some intervals.
Soon I watched a security vehicle pull up, a guard get out and open the gate with a key, walk onto the track, and
stand in the lane I was running in. I knew what was coming. He said, “How did you get in here?” I could only be honest.
“I jumped the fence,” I said. He told me what I already knew, that I wasn’t authorized to be there.
You could say I wasn’t doing any harm. But the truth is, I wasn’t being considerate of the university. I had only
my own interests at heart. I was trying to fulfill myself.
Jesus said, “The one who does not enter the sheep pen by the gate, but climbs in by some other way, is a thief and
a robber.” That he jumps the fence shows he only has his own interests at heart. He’s there to take for himself, in
fulfillment of his own desires.
But on the other hand, there’s the shepherd that comes in through the gate. He shepherd isn’t there to get for
himself or try and fulfill his own desires but to give to the sheep. He can fulfill the sheep’s desires in ways they never could
for themselves. The sheep that thinks it can have fullness of life without the shepherd is a fool of a sheep.
In this parable Jesus isn’t not only the shepherd but also the gate for the sheep. His hearers may not have puzzled
over how Jesus could be both shepherd and gate. They probably knew that in Middle Eastern sheepfolds, the opening to
the pen didn’t always have a gate because the shepherd would lie down in the opening, making the gate his very self. So
the shepherd literally did lay down his life for the sheep. I don’t suppose I would have climbed over a security guard to run
on that track.
It’s quaint, this parable about shepherd and sheep, thief and the gate. Maybe irrelevant sounding to us nonagricultural people. Jesus sums it up in verse 10 it becomes very relevant: “The thief comes only to steal and kill and
destroy; I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.”
We hear about life to the full and the ears of our hearts perk up. For all that people disagree upon, there’s at least
one desire that unites us: We don’t want half a life, an almost-life, or a just-making-it life. We want life to the full. We want
it so badly that we will jump all kinds of fences that protect others’ wellbeing, sometimes hurt ourselves in the effort, to get
whatever we think will fulfill us.
There are plenty of ways to live a life taking life. We set our sights on taking in all the money we can. It probably
isn’t by thievery. But if the purpose of our moneymaking is to get all we can for ourselves––for discretionary spending on
pleasurable items and experiences, or just for peace of mind that we’ll have enough for ourselves––aren’t we operating
with the self-interest of the thief that climbs over the fence?
We can hop gate after gate trying get greatness for ourselves. Take achievements and accolades, claim a host of
people we can say live under our influence. Accomplishments are great. But at heart, sheep are not sheep are not striving,
accomplishing beings, which may be why this parable doesn’t always sit well with me.
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Even the greatest, most accomplished of sheep doesn’t rise above mediocrity. They aren’t obsessed with power
and control. They don’t lose sleep at night over whether their lives are meaningful. They wouldn’t presume to take charge
of their own fulfillment. They just want safety and nourishment and a voice they can trust because it always has their good
at heart.
Sometimes we need Jesus to stop us in our tracks and ask, is the life we are living really life giving? Is it mostly life
taking? He asks this not to bust us but because he has our good at heart. He is the One that comes only to give life.
This year the Session has been asking how God is making the church a more outward-focused people. Outward
focused churches take seriously that people that don’t go to church have the same souls as yearnings as those that do, so
we can learn a lot from them. Take a video we watched as part of this conversation. It’s from an organization called Alpha
and it’s called, “Is there more to life than this?”
“Is there more to life than this?” a question people ask whether they go to church or not. We ask it in the hospital
when we feel life is fragile. We ask it at of a day when we’re worn out from trying to keep our commitments. We ask it
when life doesn’t turn out as we think it should be. Is there more to life than this?
The deepest faith questions are just life questions. We’re always asking, what’s fullness of life about? And, Why
can my efforts abundant life fall so short of actual fulfillment?
I want to share three quotations from the video from you. As far as I know, they’re all from non churchgoing
people. The first is from comedian and actor Russell Brand. He said, “Drugs and alcohol are not my problem. Reality is
my problem. Drugs and alcohol are my solution to fill up a hole inside me.” Can you related to this life search for fullness
that can result in emptiness?
The second is from Freddy Mercury, the singer of the rock band Queen. He had millions of fans and more money
than he could ever spend. But before he died he said, “You can have everything in the world––and still be the loneliest
man. And that’s the most bitter type of loneliness.” In Jesus’ parable about the sheep, we aren’t always the sheep. Maybe
sometimes we’re the robber trying to get the life we want, but in a way that only gets us further from the life we really
need.
The third is from actor Jim Carrey who said, “I think everyone should get rich and famous and do everything they
dreamed of so they could see it’s not the answer.”
Which brings us back to Jesus who never offered anyone fame, fortune, or material success. He never told his
followers they’d get power and all they’d dreamed of. But he told them they could have fullness. They could have
abundance––just not the sort that can be counted or measured or compared to what someone else has. Which is just as
well. That’s the kind of stuff we can live trying to get. But in our hearts, we know that if we can get it for ourselves, we can
also lose it. Which is why the self-fulfilling life comes with an empty heart.
There’s a story of a disciple that went to a Holy One and said, “Is there life after death?” But the Holy One
answered, “The great spiritual question is not, ‘Is there life after death?’ The great spiritual question is, ‘Is there life before
death?’”
Jesus did talk about life after death, but not as much as the fullness of life to receive before death. Which might
lead us to a couple of questions: the first is, how have I allowed myself to be cheated, and even cheated myself, into going
after a visions of abundant life that will ultimately fail me? If you told your story of going after some fulfillment that wasn’t
enough to really fulfill you, what would it be?
As second question might be: what would life be like if the abundance of my life weren’t up to me. If it weren’t
about numbers in my job or my accounts. If it weren’t about the status of my health or whether life seemed to be working
out as I want? What would it mean if the abundance of my life came purely as a gift that I didn’t have to try and get but
only had to receive?
It would mean that I’d finally be free. I’d really be secure. I could go in and out of days, whether they had clear
skies or storms, knowing there’s a peace and love and fullness in me that can’t be stolen.
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The reason that Jesus is the ultimate fullness of life, the true abundant life, is that he is the one that will really love
us for nothing. We may know that his is the life that can’t be taken because we people did take it, he passed through death
and was raised to life, never to die again. So when you receive Jesus as your life, you have in you the life, the abundance,
that nothing can steal.
Then you can take your money, your job, your relationships, and even your even your struggles, and ask how
Jesus is nourishing you to live with him in those things. Then you aren’t living to get the abundance, you’re living from
the abundance.
Fullness of life is for now. You don’t have to try and get it. You only need to receive it again and again, even as
often as each breath. That’s the message of the gospel. Which is why Jesus comes to us wherever we’ve been jumping the
fence to ask, “Do you believe there’s life before death?” And will you go in and out of your days finding it in me?
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